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Jim Woolery, a Partner at Cadwalader, Wickersham & Taft, 
has a theory about the growth of shareholder activism that goes 
beyond performance or publicity. Writing in the Wall Street 
Journal last month, Woolery said he believed the gap between 
shareholders and public company directors “has widened 
dangerously over the past five years”, and argued that there 
should be fewer confrontational proxy contests and more 
attention paid to investor relations departments. If boards can do 
this, he says, they will “strip away the advantage now enjoyed by 
opportunistic activists.” 

Unfortunately, the biggest impediment to that ideal may be 
directors themselves. In their annual survey of nearly a thousand 
US public company directors, PwC found that directors were 
unwilling to pay more attention to their shareholders. For 
instance, just 35% of directors surveyed said they had increased 
communication with institutional investors or hoped to do so. For 
retail shareholders, the figure was just 14% (see figure 1). 

Fig  1.  During the last 12 months, has your board participated in 
communicating substantive  issues to... (Source: PwC) 

David Tawil, who co-founded Maglan Capital, says the figures 
aren’t surprising, based on his experience. The percentage of 
directors unwilling to open lines of communication is, in his 

words “very high and alarming.” Glenn Welling, Principal of 
Engaged Capital, rues the lack of openness. “Can you imagine if 
our elected leaders didn’t consult with their constituents?” 

Fig  2.  How appropriate is it for the board to engage in direct 
communication with shareholders regarding the following?
(Source: PwC) 
 

When it comes to the issues that activist investors care about 
most, directors are frosty. Just 5% expect to spend a ‘substantial’ 
time discussing new board members, and 38% say it is 
inappropriate to discuss this with shareholders. More than half 
(54%) say it is not appropriate to discuss share repurchases or 
dividends with investors (see figure 2). Welling says that as a 
shareholder, he expects to be advising on capital allocation 
policies. “It tends to be one of the conversations we have,” he says. 
“They usually listen, then go to their advisors and do their 
analysis. We may not hear the results of that analysis until they’re 
in the press.” 

Jason Ader, formerly of Ader Investment Management 
and now at the pure focus activist fund Owl Spring Asset 
Management, says he has sat on some boards that embraced (p.2) 
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For years, Russia has suffered from a poor 
reputation as a protector of minority 
shareholder rights. While that may be changing, 
Russia remains a hostile place to be an activist. 

Bill Browder won’t go down in history as 
the man whose Heritage Capital Management 
apparently earned returns of nearly 1,000% on  
investments in Russian stocks. Neither will he 
be lauded as the man who brought the idea of 
agitating for Western corporate governance to 
Russian conglomerates.  

Instead, he’ll be remembered for being 
effectively banished from the country. In 2009, 

a Russian lawyer advising Browder’s firm 
uncovered a fraud perpetrated by tax officials 
and police officers. Instead of Sergei 
Magnitsky being feted, he was accused of 
participating in the fraud and died in custody 
in suspicious circumstances. Browder and 
Magnitsky were subsequently charged and 
convicted of fraud, the former in absentia and 
the latter posthumously.    

Sahm Adrangi, of Kerrisdale Capital, 
says that as an investor in underappreciated 
stocks, he sees Russia trying to remove a 
stigma it has long held. However, while he 

has written approvingly of the dedicated 
investor relations team at Sberbank and says 
companies have been forthcoming with 
information, he will remain a passive investor. 

Russia appears to have the legal 
mechanisms for shareholder agitation, if not 
the politics. Alexei Navalny made his name 
exploiting the transparency obligations of 
public companies and forced a police 
investigation at state-owned bank, VTB. 
However, after participating in street protests 
he was accused of fraud himself and given a 
suspended sentence. 
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 expertise and others that were afraid of shareholders. He argues 
that law firms are advising companies to be more fearful of 
activists, and that this is dangerous. International Game 
Technology, where Ader won a board seat in a proxy contest 
earlier this year, appeared slow to acknowledge his research and 
gave off mixed signals about whether it welcomed his investment, 
exacerbating tensions. Ader says his relationship with the board is 
now much improved. 

 

Fig  3. Re-election pain threshold (Source: PwC) 

 
Another concern is that the proportion of directors who 

are bothered by low approval rates at annual meetings is 
declining, at a time when almost 40% of activist objectives involve 
changes to company boards. In 2012, 59% of directors said 
achieving less than 75% of a shareholder vote would be cause for 
concern. In 2013, the figure was 51%. Tawil says that the statistic 
is “proof that directors are out of touch with investors – because 
shareholders don’t approve of directors’ actions, directors now 
have a lower internal threshold for what they consider 
shareholder approval.”  

Welling isn’t sure the statistic reflects a profound shift, but 
admits that when he runs corporate governance checks on a 
potential investment, he identifies weak directors. “If you achieve 
less than 80% unopposed”, he told Activist Insight, “you’re 
vulnerable.” 

Gaining board representation remains the most popular 
goal for activist investors, and is often the gateway for a faster 
pace of change. The problem Woolery has identified is indeed 
significant. Between January and October 2012, 87 companies 

were targeted globally by activists who requested board changes.  
This year, the number has risen to 110 (see figure 4). And 

relations between companies and activists are becoming more 
confrontational according to the latest Activist Insight data. Last 
year, around 56% of the aforementioned activist actions were 
resolved by negotiation, including 64% of incidences of activists 
looking for board representation. This year, the split between 
confrontation and negotiation is more or less equal, suggesting a 
corporate fightback. 

Directors’ attitudes may or may not be behind a rise in 
shareholder discontent. Welling says that his experience is quite 
the opposite of that suggested by the survey – he sees boards 
becoming better at dealing with shareholders, or at least, with 
activist ones. However, the PwC survey suggests that there is 
unmistakably a difference of priorities when it comes to board 
access and capital allocation discussions. 

If Woolery’s theory is to be proved correct, therefore, 
company directors may have to undergo a revolution in attitudes. 
As numerous commentators have pointed out, greater contact 
with shareholders could be the best way to achieve this. Ader says 
its important for shareholders to sit on boards, “because the mind
-set is totally different to the former lawyers and politicians” he 
has sat with, though as he hastens to add, all types of directors can 
provide valuable input. 
  
 

Fig  4.  Board change as an activist objective  
(Source: Activist Insight) 
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Campaign to watch... 

Carl Icahn - Apple Inc 

Ten weeks have passed since Carl Icahn announced his investment in Apple on 

Twitter and certainly a lot has happened since. The initial ‘pop’ added $30 to the stock 

overnight, not the most dramatic movement in Apple’s share price this year, but certainly 

one of the better upward ones. To date, Apple’s share price is up 7% since Icahn’s 

disclosure, albeit in a period when Apple has launched new products. 

Another boost to the share price came last month, when Icahn toured television 

studios to report back from his dinner with Apple CEO, Tim Cook. The veteran activist 

has been lobbying Cook to borrow $150 billion to repurchase shares. It’s a tactic often 

used by activists - Activist Insight data suggest that buybacks have been one of the staples 

of activist campaigns over the last four years, averaging between 6% and 7% of total 

objectives each year. Apple itself has been there before. In February 2013, David Einhorn 

pushed for the company to issue ‘iPref shares’. In the end the company returned $40 

million to shareholders through dividends and a repurchased $60 million of shares. 

Nonetheless, Icahn is putting his reputation and firepower on the line to push Apple 

further than it really wants to go. In a public letter to Cook, Icahn wrote of the buyback 

“While this would certainly be unprecedented because of its size, it is actually appropriate 

and manageable relative to the size and financial strength of your company.  Apple 

generates more than enough cash flow to service this amount of debt and has $147 billion 

of cash in the bank. ” Icahn says the result would be a 33% boost to the stock price, 

potentially making the company more valuable than during Steve Jobs’ lifetime. 

 A buyback is one thing, borrowing an amount equal to the company’s cash is quite 

another.  Sure enough, Apple enthusiasts have been queuing up to advise the company on 

the new services it could provide with that sort of money. 

Yet the original gentility of Icahn’s approach now seems to be slipping with the 

launch of his new website, theshareholderssquaretable.com. While still respectful of 

Cook, Icahn now mutters that Apple doesn’t have financial expertise on his board. Asked 

if he would run a proxy contest, Icahn paused for a moment, then admitted that he would 

be open to persuasion from other shareholders. How successful he will be depends on 

how well he’s made his case so far. 
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New Investments in October: 

News in brief: our monthly round-up 

Activist Company Stake 

JANA Partners Outerwall Inc 13.50% 

Carl Icahn Talisman Energy Inc 6.96% 

Sarissa Capital 
Management 

Ariad 
Pharmaceuticals Inc 

6.22% 

Becker Drapkin 
Management 

Emcore Corp 7.09% 

Stilwell Value LLC Delanco Bancorp 9.80% 

In the News: 

A standstill agreement between 
Emulex and Elliott Management is 
due to expire, potentially pitting the 
activist against Starboard Value in a 
proxy contest. The latter wants the 
company sold. 

Clinton Group announced new 
po si t ion s  in  N ut ri Sys t e m an d 
ValueVision Media. Group President 
Greg Taxin said that the management of 
the former were very co-operative, but 
that in the case of the latter, CEO Keith 
Stewart had to go. 

Jason Ader and Andrew Wallach of 
Cumberland Associates teamed up to 
launch a new activist fund. Owl Spring 
Asset Management will combine 
rigorous research with activism as a 
catalyst. 

Carl Icahn announced a position in 
Talisman Energy at the same time as rival 
activist Bill Ackman divested a large 
portion of his stake in Canadian Pacific. 
Ackman’s proxy fight at the rail 
conglomerate was considered to be the 
event that opened Canada to US activism. 

Vivendi CEO Jean-Rene Fourtou 
patched things up with activist investor and 
group Chairman, Vincent Bollore. The 
former will step down when the 
restructuring of the company is complete, 
while Bollore ruled out taking a more 
demanding executive role at the company. 

UK-based activist RWC Partners 
doubled its stake in Dutch-company, 
Grontmij, while Hawkwood Capital 
continued to face a backlash from the 
ousted Chairman of Bglobal plc. 
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